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Festival Valloire baroque 2013
French baroque, the essence of elegance
th
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From July 29 to August 6 2013
With its fourth edition, the Festival Valloire baroque has confirmed the pertinence of its musical programme and the
excellence of its performances, all the while displaying its trademark simplicity and friendliness.
Enthusiastic festival-goers report how they “were carried away by the human and artistic quality of the evening
concerts and the Proms.”
See for yourself! The “La Rêveuse” ensemble showed the way with works by Couperin and Marais, transcended by
the vivid interpretation of its two vocal soloists, notably, the much-noticed mezzo-soprano, Isabelle Druet. Then, JeanPhilippe Sarcos conducted the 33 musicians of his “Le Palais Royal” ensemble through an inspired rendering of
Campra’s Requiem. With the famous baroque retable of the Valloire church as a backdrop, the musicians offered an
audience overwhelmed with such beauty and emotion a masterly, unforgettable interpretation of the work. To conclude
this edition, a final concert was given by the “Correspondances” ensemble: Charpentier’s oratorio, Caecilia, virgo and
martyr, magnificently interpreted by the young, talented musicians of Sébastien Daucé’s ensemble. In residence at
Valloire for the preparation of the concert, the young conductor coaches his critically acclaimed ensemble with driving
passion yet absolute poise.
The concerts of the Musical Proms were equally of the highest quality, owing to the exceptional talent of the artists
invited. These concerts, attended by a more confidential public won over by the original concept of the
Proms, featured first-rank, European artists. Among them were Jan De Winne, directing his “Il Gardellino” ensemble,
and his two Italian colleagues, the brothers Vittorio and Lorenzo Ghielmi, whose outstanding virtuosity is forever
imprinted in the memory of the happy few who saw and heard them playing.
This year, the Festival Valloire baroque innovated with Valloire enchanté, a “sing-along” concert prepared by a
hundred amateur singers of the Rhônes-Alpes region, and also sung by the public. The initiative met with unexpected
success; indeed, the magic of the Alps, a mix of pasture and patrimony, worked wonders, bringing together in a
mountain village top-ranking professional musicians and amateurs eager to prove themselves. They are all looking
forward to 2014 for a repeat!
th
The 4 edition of the festival has drawn a very large public, with new adepts attracted by word-of-mouth and a solid
core of faithful festival-goers, thus validating the relevance of an approach now applauded for the quality and
coherence of its musical choices, its original offers, its logistics as well as the now proverbial friendliness which
presides over the reception of the public.
th
Gaël de Kerret has already outlined the contours of the 5 edition, dedicated to Iberian and South American baroque,
with a “different”, colourful, musically profuse repertoire.
Valloire baroque 2013, a few figures
-

12 concerts (young public, master class, Musical Proms*, evening concerts,…) and 3 lectures.
Over 2100 tickets sold.
350 participants for the première of « Valloire enchanté », a sing-along concert.

*The Musical Proms, in the company of the musicians, combine short concerts, a picnic, hikes in the mountains and libre-cours lectures on music
and patrimony.
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Festival Valloire baroque 2013 – Media coverage
France Musique : 1 announcement on July 29th 2013 at 8:30, in Dominique Boutel’s La Matinale
France Bleu Pays de Savoie, our partner radio station:
3 daily announcements from July 22nd to July 28th
2 live interviews on July 28th at 9:00 and July 30th at 17:00
France Bleu Rhône-Alpes : 1 live interview on July 29th at 14:40
Le Dauphiné :
5 press reports with 1 in page Rhône-Alpes and 1 in page Savoie
La Maurienne : 3 press reports – 1 quotation in the special issue Evènements de l’été
Radio Valloire : daily updates
Quotations in :
Guide des Festivals Diapason, Guide du Ministère de la Culture, Télérama,
Agenda Culture Pays de Maurienne, Site Rhône-Alpes, Savoie Mag (CG73), Espace Culturel
Le Savoie
Facebook :
active page - Les coulisses du Festival
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